
1. Could MPS please explain in further detail how it uses its CAD system and what
its expectation is for vendors to integrate with that CAD system? - The district
does not currently have a system so it needs to start fresh

2. For integrations with existing IT systems (e.g. CAD, Notification Systems, etc.),
has the district reached out to existing providers of those systems to discuss
integration timeline? Does the district expect all integrations to be completed in
time for the start of the Fall 2021 school year? All the systems would be new or
district managed, to the extent possible, yes integration prior to fall of 2021

3. Could the MPS please provide some examples of the workflows they would like
to monitor with the new EMSS software? - Incident response, alarm monitoring,
process completion around service requests

4. Could MPS please provide additional details or examples of the types of
analytics in which it is interested in capturing with the new EMSS software? -
number of incidents, types, outcomes, time for completion, etc.

5. What is the expected scope for local and centralized emergency notification
recipients (district staff, public, parents, students, etc.)? - all of the above,
primarily focusing on staff in the first year, but eventually having the ability to
expand

6. Is it MPS’ intention to have the new MPS software integrate with existing school
notification systems, or is it intended to replace existing solutions currently in
use? - this would be in parallel with the districts current system of school
messenger as that would still be used for non-emergency communication

7. Approximately how many routine notifications is the new MPS software expected
to send per month (ex: monthly tests, sports notifications, daily use, etc.)? - daily
use to selected teams

8. Approximately how many emergency messages is the new MPSS software
expected to send per month (COVID notifications, closures, etc.) - average of 5
to 10 per month for lockouts and lockdowns

9. Approximately how many end users will be subscribed to receive routine or
emergency notifications? - close to 1000

10.Could MPS please provide additional detail or a scenario describing how the
would like the panic/alert capabilities to function? - ability to activate an alert or
panic feature from a device with GPS capability, both in a school and during in
home visits

11. For building mapping, is MPS looking for real-time dynamic overlays on a GIS
map, or is it looking to store and view building blueprints that are saved in the
system? - The more functionality the better, but at the very least fast access
linked to the alert process



12.Does MPS require advanced building mapping capabilities such as 3D
walk-around or Drone flyover? - not required, but if possible list as an alternative
cost

13.Could MPS please provide additional information to help explain what they need
for designated teams, escalation, and connection outside the school network? -
ability for a site to initiate an alert for say a lockdown and that automatically
escalates to district level supports and possibly first responders.  Similarly the
district must have the ability to initiate alerts for one or more buildings remotely

14. the RFP did not mention security camera monitoring, is MPS interested in the
ability to view cameras for multiple schools/facilities from one centralized
software application? - no, the district uses Genetec as its VMS provider, if
integration is possible that would be a value add

15.What is MPS’ expected project completion date? Does MPS intent to have the
new software implemented over the summer with full operational capacity in
place by the start of the Fall 2021 school year? - Communication and emergency
planning capabilities should be ready by September 2021, if CAD and workflow
take longer that is acceptable

16.What does MPS envision for a training schedule regarding the new software (e.g.
after-hours training for staff, training in August when staff return but before
students return, etc.)? - hybrid, train the trainer with EMSS staff and web or video
based training for buildings led by EMSS staff

17.Does MPS expect project implementation meetings and training to be in-person
or remote? - MPS can be flexible, remote is acceptable

18.On page 10 (Section II B). Are you currently utilizing a Visitor Management
solution? - not a single solution, varies by site

19.On page 10 (Section II B). Can you elaborate on the features you are including in
“Visitor Management” - check in, check out, visitor badge, integration to student
information system, student tracking for open campus, ability to flag unwanted
subjects

20.On page 10 (Section II B). Do you have a Learning Mgt System? Do you want
existing online training material to be included in the proposed solution? - yes,
but if vendor has an LMS that can be considered

21.Are you requiring Proposer to integrate with SpeakUp for Safety tip lines? - to the
extent possible for alerts and workflow

22.Are you planning to offer a Student safety app? - not initially, but could be
considered in the future

23.On page 4 (section I A). As most school communication is in several languages,
are you requiring Proposer to offer a multilingual app? If so, which languages are
required as part of this project? - not initially, if a student and parent app were



developed, they would need to cover Spanish, Somali, and Hmong at the very
least

24.On page 4 (section I A). One of the primary objectives is the association with IT
integration. Would it be possible to get a list of existing IT systems MPS is using
and expecting to be integrated with? - Discovery, Genetec, Azure, Office 365,
SAP

25.On page 10, (section II B) please provide a more detailed definition of what is
required of a “Centralized activity monitoring and management (Computer aided
dispatch).” - Ability to track in real time, critical incident response and general
security response functions (alarm response, asset availability, etc.)

26.On page 10, (section II B) please provide a more detailed definition of the term
“Virtual emergency operations center functionality.” - Platform such as adobe
connect or WebEOC that provides shared real time situational awareness and
information integration during a critical incident

27.On page 10, (section II B), What are your expectations of “Building mapping”? -
ability to access maps from a device easily during a critical incident

28.The RFP states MPS currently uses multiple platforms and applications within
the department for emergency management and security software. Can you
share what platforms and applications you’re currently using? - Office, Teams,
CrisisGo, SMS, Internal SAP portal

29. The RFP states some school sites have implemented stand-alone systems that
need to be migrated to a single platform for uniformity and accountability. Is the
intent to have these systems migrated into the new/awarded Emergency
Management platform? - yes

30.Concerning the migration of old systems data into the new system, what
system(s) is your data currently in? - Various

31.Concerning the migration of old systems data into the new system, what data are
you wanting to migrate into the new system? - previous logs and records if
possible

32. Can you please further define the “centralized activity monitoring and
management” and the “virtual emergency operations center” functionality
needed? What level of CAD support/integration is requested? - Ability to track in
real time, critical incident response and general security response functions
(alarm response, asset availability, etc.)

33.Can you please further define the “Work flow monitoring” and “Analytics”?
Incident response, alarm monitoring, process completion around service
requests, number of incidents, types, outcomes, time for completion, etc.

34.What level of customization do you need for your panic/alert capabilities? -
naming aligned with MPS protocols, escalation flow, etc.



35.Can you expand on “Digital communication” and how you currently are meeting
these needs or whether the scope moving forward is to meet new or additional
needs? - text based communication between computer and mobile applications

36.Can you provide more information on the Computer Aided Dispatch
requirements? - Ability to track in real time, critical incident response and general
security response functions (alarm response, asset availability, etc.)

37.Are you looking for one vendor to provide an integrated system? - integration is
preferred

38.The RFP references a rubric being shared during or after a pre-bid meeting. Can
you please clarify if and when the district will hold the pre-bid conference? - typo,
there is no pre-bid conference. Rubric is based on SECTION III: GENERAL
BUSINESS INFORMATION answers to those questions will be evaluated

39.Do you already have a single records management system that is facilitating the
management of incidents, threat assessments, and site assessments? Can you
expand on your needs for a single system or integrated systems? - No, there is a
centralized system for student data, but not in EMSS. Currently files are stored
in charred drives on the internal server, sharepoint, microsoft teams, etc.

40.The RFP schedule lists implementation for 7/01/2021. Is this the deadline for
completing implementation or the date the district wants to kick-off
implementation? When does the district want to be fully implemented? - Kickoff,
emergency planning and communication functions must be online before
September 2021, other systems can be completed later, but must be complete by
6-30-2022

41.What are the requirements for the Proof of Concept? How many schools? What
is the duration? - has the proposed system been deployed to a similar size or
larger organization and been sustained for multiple years

42.What Student Information System does the district use? - Discovery
43.The RFP (page 15) states that an objective of this project is to “reduce our total

cost of doing business.” What is the district spending on their current system(s)?
- the number is not currently determined as time spent by staff on inefficient
processes is a factor

44.Due to the formatting requirements (12-point font, double-spacing, one-inch
margins), along with the requirement to list each full question from the RFP into
the document, can MPS consider increasing the 10-page page limit for Section
III-IV? With these requirements, solely copying the RFP questions into the
document goes over that page limit, leaving no room to answer the questions or
refer to an appendix. - yes, the limit can be expanded but should not excede 20
pages

45.The RFP states any submittal that does not meet the listed formatting
requirements (page 5, section F, number 5) will not be reviewed. Is there an



exception for supplemental information that is attached as an appendix? For
example, financial documents or product brochures will not meet the font or
margin requirements—will that qualify as a disqualification? - Appendices do not
count in terms of formatting or page limits.

46.Please provide more information on the current security platforms and
applications as well as functionality? - The district leverages Genetec Security
Desk for all physical security management (Cameras, Card Access, etc)

47.Please provide more information specific to current EMSS centralized
management ? plans are on one platform, drills another, records another

48.Will Integration of communication platforms with Public Safety Systems be
required.? - No

49.Please provide more information on communication needs for student
transportation? - None specific to that, they have a radio solution that is already
integrated

50.Will the vendor presentation and proof of concept be virtual? - yes
51.Please elaborate what the Training Management and tracking is for? Who and

what is this training for? Internal EMSS team, school site emergency teams
52.Could you please define digital communications? (Phone, radio, app, etc). What

are you using for digital communications today? - for this RFP we are referring to
text communication via mobile and desktop applications, currently provided by
CrisisGo

53.Please estimate how many users are using Digital Communications? - roughly
1000 to start

54. In regards to building mapping, are you looking for a program to create
in-building maps or a way to interface building maps with the overall solutions? -
both if possible, a way to customize, but the interface is more important

55.Can MSI assume that you want each solution to be available at all 70
programs/schools? - Yes

56.Can you please elaborate on your need for analytics ? What applications ? -
report and incident statistics, department KPIs

57. Is it the expectation from MPS that hardware to be part of this solutions? PC's,
radios, Servers, appliances, etc - only hardware that may be needed for visitor
management

58.Will MPS be selecting one vendor for part of the solutions and another vendor for
others? - a single enterprise solution is desired so single vendor is the preference

59.What video platform(s) are in use today (VMS and cameras)? - Genetec
60.What building access solution(s) are in use today (i.e Card Access)? - HiD via

Genetec



61.Please specify current systems to be integrated/synchronized as well as
expected future systems - CrisisGo, internal platforms based in Microsoft and
other SAP based platforms, Discovery SIS

62.Please specify specific functionality desired for Virtual emergency operations
center functionality - Ability to share real time information in a single dashboard,
multiple mediums.  Similar to Adobe connect or Web EOC

63.Does MPS currently have an EOC solution? - Adobe Connect
64.Please describe desired ‘Centralized activity monitoring and management

(Computer aided dispatch) functionality.- ability to monitor field asset availability,
dispatch them to critical incidents, track the incident, resolution and any follow up
needed post incident

65.Does MPS currently have a VMS solution? - If VMS is referring to Vendor
Management, we use SAP. If this is referring to Visitor Management, the district
does not have a centralized solution in place.

66. Is Visitor Management expected to be integrated in the desired Emergency
Management solution? - yes

67.Will MPS accept a standalone solution for Visitor Management? - only if data can
be imported into the EM solution in real time

68.What are the mandatory requirements for a Visitor Management system for
MPS? - check in, check out, visitor badge, integration to student information
system, and emergency management systems, student tracking for open
campus, ability to flag unwanted subjects

69.Does MPS currently have a Threat Assessment solution? - not a stand alone
software module

70. Is Threat Assessment expected to be integrated in the desired Emergency
Management solution? - yes

71.Will MPS accept a standalone solution for Threat Assessment? - if the data can
be uploaded for situational awareness and tracking

72. Is there an expectation around what will happen with threat assessment cases
encountered prior to a new threat assessment solution being put in place? - as
part of the records management system yes

73.Please define the users of such analytics, the data to be aggregated, the
outcomes to be shown and in what forms, and the products and functionality
expected to be integrated for these analytics. - Department KPIs, both in raw
data and graphical forms if possible

74.please specify the expectation for Building Mapping feature - Ability to make
makes functional and accessible in a crisis

75.Please define what is expected in Work flow monitoring - tracking an incident or
request from start to finish and sight into where things are in the process



76.Please specify what type of reporting is desired. - incident reporting from assets,
ability to process and report out on analytics

77.Please specify team structure and escalation workflow. - Site teams, call center,
district responders, district leaders

78.Under the double space requirement, questions in Section III-IV use nearly 8
pages of the 10 page limit, are the questions included in the 10 page limit? -
While page limit has never been an issue, we will waive the requirement

79.Will MPS reconsider the 10 page limit for this section to allow for adequate
detailed responses to each question, reducing the number and length of
appendices? - see above

80.There is no designated section to respond to Section II, Scope of Services, can
respondents include detailed response to this section in an Appendix? - yes

81.please specify monthly and annual usage needs and requirements - ability for
daily use by over 1000 users for all drills and critical incidents and
communication between team members

82.please specify hard and digital copy reporting information needs and
requirements - on demand and quarterly regular reports on users and activity

83.please specify ad hoc report needs and requirements - can’t that's why they are
ad hoc, could be anything

84.What is the current Emergency Management, Safety & Security
Software/Application package operated by MPS?  Please provide all software
packages that are integrated to provide a comprehensive solution - this is meant
to replace all but the video management software

85.What software does the district operate for the following functions:
a. Video surveillance? - Genetec
b. Access Control? - Genetec
c. Intrusion/Central Station? - Mastermind
d. Paging? - Various
e. Mass Communication? - School Messenger / Exchange Online / Listserv/

CrisisGo
f. VOIP? - NEC 3C
g. Other related software? - Internal platforms

86.Please describe how are notifications broadcast from the existing software
package.

a. Email? - Mass emails via listserv.
b. Text/SMS? - School Messenger
c. Desktop Alerts? - CrisisGo
d. Mobile Application Notifications? - CrisisGo
e. Other?



87.These two software solutions provide different functionality.  Which features are
required for each solution? - but they should be connected

a. Computer Aided Dispatch? - manage assets and respond to incidents or
service requests

b. Centralized Activity Monitoring? - track response and outcomes to
incidents or requests for service

88. What activities should be monitored? (i.e. Card holders, visitors, panic alerts,
suspicious activity alerts) - all the above as well as 911 calls, fire and burg alarms

89.Will this system be used to dispatch and or track emergency personnel or
services? - district emergency personnel, yes

90.Will this system be required to issue badges for visitors? - yes
91.Are database checks required for visitors?  (i.e. government watch lists, local

police APB, etc.) - only internal
92.Please clarify desired feature set around “Threat Assessment”. - solution to

streamline the assessment, store the data and cross reference it in the future
93.What forms of notification are required/desired? - all below

a. Email
b. Text/SMS
c. Desktop alert
d. Mobile Application Notifications

94.Please clarify desired feature set. Digitized Emergency Planning - all below
a. Emergency Operations Plan documentation
b. Action Plans
c. Building maps
d. Alerting and cascading
e. Drill scheduling and management
f. Reunification

95.Please clarify desired feature set Drill Management - all below
a. Scheduled events
b. Attendance
c. Timing
d. Improvement planning and documentation

96.Please clarify the desired feature set. Reunification Support - all below
a. Tracking of visitors
b. Work flows
c. Mustering
d. Tracking of individual students
e. Checking in caregivers
f. Matching and verification against student data

97.Please clarify the desired feature set. Digital Communications



a. Text communication in app between mobile and desktop devices
98.How does the district intend to support visitor management? (i.e. workstations,

tablets, kiosks) - workstations
99.Will the winning vendor be required to provide any server/storage hardware to

support this solution? - It really depends on the proposed solution and what is
needed as far as compute/storage. We can provide some in our virtual
environment.

100. Approximately how many workflows does the district intend to use? - Enough
to cover all the types of incidents we encounter and current and future service
requests like photo ID or video management

101. Does the district require consulting on workflows? - quote as a separate line
item if available

102. Who is responsible is to digitize workflows into software? - quote both ways
103. Which types of analytics are required?

a. Data - KPIs and incident patterns or common themes
104. Will maps include access control and video devices such as locking door

hardware/readers and cameras? - not necessarily, more for incident response
105. Is geo-data required with map alerts/alarms? - not at this time
106. Parallel Technologies has been serving as a vendor for the district for many

years and has a proven record of fulfilling our contractual obligation to SSD #1
and in years past has provided this data. Parallel would like to abstain from
providing this data as this is a public RFP. Would the controlling parties provide
an exemption based on historical data? - all questions should be answered for
transparency, if one cannot that will be taken into consideration

107. Does the “Computer aided dispatch” component require the delivery of a
system integration with an existing CAD software? If so, which one? - no, a new
system is required

108. Does the “visitor management” component require anything beyond the
software (e.g., Badge Printers, etc.)? - depending on site, but yes, scanners and
printer

109. Does the “Panic/alert capabilities” component require anything beyond the
software (i.e., hardware)? - not as long as it can be accessed by mobile and
desktop devices


